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Reader

P. B. Treacy, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.

Senior Research Fellow

D.F. EebbarG, B.A., M.Sc., Ph.D.

Fellow :

T.R. Ophel, B.Sc., Ph.D.

Research Fellows

L.G. Lawrence, M.n., Ph. D. (left July,
1963)
E.J. Hay, M.Sc., Ph.D.
G.G. Ohlsen, B .J.~.' M. S ., Ph. D.
R.E. Shcimu, B. S., :tvi. s . ' Ph.D.
D.E. Groce, B.S., Ph. D. (arrived June, 1963)

Students

G. M. Bailey, M.Sc. (left September, 1963)
L.G. Earwaker, M.Sc. (A.I.N.S.E. student)
(Miss) E.F. Farrow, B. Sc. (arrived August,
1963)
J.G. Jenkin, B.Sc.

B.T. Lawergren, Fil. Kand., (left December,
1963)
G.P. Lawrence, B.Sc.

I.V. Mitchell, B. Sc.
D. R. Osgood, B. Sc. (arrived February, 1963)
J.R. Patterson, B.Sc. (arrived February,
1963)
G.D. Symons, B. n ., B. Sc. (left June, 1963)
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Secretary

STfiFF MOVEHENTS AND VI SITORS
Dr. P.B. Treacy left the laboratory in May for twelve
months study leave at the University of Oxford.

En route to the

Oxford Laboratory he visited the French A.EoC. Laboratory at
Saclay and University Laboratories in Copenhagen and Zurich.

Whilst

he has been at Oxford he has visited Manchester, Liverpool and other
associated laboratories.
Dr. T.R. Ophel attended the Gordon Photonuclear Conference
at Tilton, New Eampshire in August, visited the n igh Voltage
Engineering plant at Burlington and the Argonne National Laboratory.
Dro L.Go Lawrence left the laboratory in July to join the
I.B.M. Computer Section in Melbourne.
Dr. G.D. Symons was granted a Research Fellowship in the
Kellogg Radiation Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology and he joined them in July 1963.
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Dr.

G.l ~ .

Bailey was appointed to an assistant Professorship

at the University of British Columbia and he left for Canada in
September, 1963.
Three students have been off e r ed Fellowships at Earwell
(U.K . ).

They are i:vir. I: .T. Lawergren,

r~r.

J.G. Jenkin and Mr. I.V.

Mitchell, who will take up the appointments in April, July and
September 1964 respectively.

r1r. G.P. Lawrence has been appointed

a staff member of the Van de Graaf accelerator group at the Los
Alamos Laboratory, New 1.1lexico and he will leave for his new post
in April, 1964.
Dr. D.E. Groce (California Institute of Technology) was
appointed to a Research Fellowship and he reached Canberra in
June, 1963.
Dr. J. Nurzynski of the Institute for Nuclear

Studies,

Cracow, Poland, has been appointed to a Pesearch Fellowship and
will arrive in Canberra in February 1964.
Three new students have conunenc ed work in t he laboratory
- Messrs. D. R. Osgood (University of London) and J.R. Patterson
(University of Adelaide) both of whom arrived in February 1963
and Miss E. F. Farrow (Univer sity of Sydney) who joined the
laboratory in August, 1963.

~leven

students have been offered

scholarships for the coming year and to date acceptances have
been received from 1-ir. R.V. Elliott (University of Saska tchewan),
Hr. F.C.P. Euang (Union Industrial Research Institute, Taiwan),
Mr. K. H. Bray (University of Western Australia), Mr. D.J.
Sullivan (University of Sydney) and Nr. J. M. Horris (University
of Melbourne).

Miss P. D.•-'i.damson (Univer sity of Sydney) has been

awarded a G. ?1 . L . Fellowshi p and will join t he laboratory in
February, 1964.
Visitors to the labor atory in 1963 have been Dr. R. E.
White (University of Auckland) in May;

Professor B. Bleaney

(Oxford) in June and Dr . E.ivI. Purcell (Harvard) in November.
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Dr. B.i::. Spice-r and Niss Coral Chesterfiel d (University
of Melbourne) visited the laborato::y during Harch to carry out
an experiment with the Tandem cccelerator.

RESEARCH EQUIPMENT

The Tandem Accelerator
The accelerator was scheduled for use on a 7-day week
basis throughout the year, t he actual operating period being
hours (tube life -;.ow lO ,i,.CO h•. .il~rs ). Most of the time was
devoted to the acceleratio!l -::;f p , d , He 3 and Ee 4 beams, though
3 ,OOO

some work was done with 0 16 beams .
Major
January 2

breakdo~"".'ls

ar_d tank openings were as follows :

of di.:-ive motor and the bearings of

Replac~~mcnt

oE the aJ.ternator.
January 23, 26

Traps o:': t:h

March 1

Failure of

tt::ay 1

Charge a!ld co:.lectm: screens replaced.

May 30

Colu:nn

June 6

Drive motor

June 24

Trap of high energy p _:rn.p:Lng system defrosted.

August 22

New

~

~. ow

and hieh e:ierg:r pumping systems

:. n 4.0 kV exchange supply

C2.?5.Ci to.::s

~esistors ~erl~~ed .

fail~d

(shorted windings)
1

~ elt

i!lstalled.

Bea~ ings

of drive motor

and alternator replaced.
December 4

Column

resisto~s

replaced.

Hodifications made to the machine included installation of
an improved source mount wh ic.h enables positioning of the source
for optimum beam transmis sio-1

w~

j_:;_e the source is operating and the

use of a pressure 3auge in

t~e

source gas line to facil itate

adjustment of source gas.

T~e ~egatron

regulated power suppli€S

have been modified so that the units could be interchanged for
convenience of

maintc~ance.
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Some difficulty was experienced with the acceleration of
0 16 beams.

Adequate source output (approximately 30 µa) and long

filament life was obtained using water vapour as source gas but,
during the year, beam transmission throu,sh the machine worsened
steadily.

This effect was attributed to deterioration of the

low energy tube sections.
Inclined field tubes will be installed at the low energy
end of the machine in January 1964;

tubes capable of accelerating

He and heavier ions are not yet available for the two high energy
sections.

It is expected that these will be installed in mid-1964.

The machine

~hould

then reach considerably higher energies - probably

in the region of 16 HeV for protons and He ions.

He Injector
The 2 MeV injector was employed extensively t hroughout
the year but proved to be particularly unreliable.

In the 12

month period, column resistors we re replaced completely and 2 belt
changes made.

Ntnnerous modifications were made to the ion source.

As delivered , the machine had a short source life of approximately
40 hours;

this was extended to more than 500 hours by using

stainless steel (18 /80) canals.

The thermomechanical gas leaks

proved most unreliable and were replaced with mechanical needle
valves.

Insertion of electrostatic steoring between the injector

and the exchange (neutralizing) canal partially overcame the
difficulties introduced by the critical alignment requirements of
the neutral He 0 beam.

Liquid Air Pipe
&

gravity-feed liquid air line 130 feet long , capable of

delivering 16 litres/min., has been installed between the storage
tank and the laboratory.

It ha s made a considerable saving in

•
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time, about 2 man-hours per week now suffice for our requirement
and replaces the 3/4 mile utility trip with dewars which required
8-12 manhours per week previouslyo
The line is 1 11 stainless steel (20 gauge) encased in 2
layers of standard rockwool pipe insulation and losses are 25
litrestn cool the
flow.

pip~

down, ?lus 1/4 litre per minute during

These figures are close to those calculated from the thermal

capacity of the pipe and the conductivity of the insulation.

65 cm Buechner

Spec~ro_g_raph

The focal surface has been located and an approximate
calibration of momentum to position hds been made using Po 216
alphas.

The effective radiu3 of magnetic field has been measured

as 692 mm , i.e. the actual pole radius plus 1.3 gap-widths.

This

is some 10 mm larger than the design estimate and resulted in the
focal surface being some 4G nun further from the magnet than
anticipated .
Unexpected delays have occurred which were largely the
result of using mercury diffusion purnps.

The mercury vapour

destroyed some a-sources on gold and silver backings, resulting
in contamination of the vacuum system.

"Soot" deposits on the

surface of plates were a nuisance and though these still occur
sometimes (inexplicably), they have been reduced both in intensity
and frequency since the Eg pumps were replaced by oil ones.
There dre indications that too many particles scatter
from the beam into the magnet and onto plates at forward angles
- say less than 20°.
protons on :s 10 •

This is being examined during runs with
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180

° Double

~
~ocuss i ng Spee t rome t er

The instrument
work.

as been brought into use for experimental

The redesigned slit system will be installed within the

next few months.

An Improved y-Ray Polarimeter
Low lying levels of light and medium weight nuclei may be
investigated through analysis of the ganuna rays following inelastic
scattering of the tandem beams.

Eigl yields of closely spaced

gamma ray groups wi.th energies below
reactions.

/V

4 iAeV are produced in such

Single Na! crystals are generally inadequate detectors

because of their complicated line shapes and low resolution.

The

high ganuna ray yields permit use of detectors in coincidence modes,
e.g. three-crystal-pair-spectrometers and polarimeters.
Polarimeters> based on the
normally utilise the pulses
for energy analysis.

f ~ om

Compton scattering principle,

the central scattering crystal

Large efficiency demands a large solid angle

subtended by the side de tector of the scattered quanta which, in
turn, results in large energy spread in the detector pulses.

As

a consequence t he conventional polarimeter ha s insufficient
resolution for (x,xy) studies.
Summation of the pulses from the central and the side
counters eliminates the effect of the angular spread of the
scattered quanta.

The resulting

li~shapes

and resolution are

comparable to those of three-crystal-pair spectrometers.
the use of the

sur~ning

Through

procedure, the unwanted effects of pair

production and double scattering become indistinguishable from
the Compton scattering events.

Pair events can be eliminated by

accepting only the pulses from the side detector exceeding 0.511
MeV.

Thus gamma rays of sufficient energy to give the scattered

:uanta energies above 0.511 MeV can be analysed, if the polarimeter is to be calibrated via the usual asyrranetry ratio method.

·•
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Double scatterin3 events are minimized by the small dimensions
of the centre crystal. The apparatus was employed in work on
Al 27 and to determine the r<.:2/11ll mixture of the ground state
gamma ray from the 3. 68 I·:eV level in c13 .
The polarimeter may also be used to investigate the
properties of gamma-ray line shapes close to zero pulse height.
This part of the line shapes is insufficiently known and is of
importance in y-ray intensity measurements.

The complete line

shape in the side crystal can be evaluated since the lineshape
of the Compton electron distribution in the centre crystal is
known, or can be measured.

Gas Scintillation Counters
Further studies of resolution, variation of pulse height
with pressure, and linearity of pulse height vTith energy have
been carried out with a high-pressure gas scintillation counter
which is similar to the second of two described earlier by Shamu.
Only gas mixtures of helium and xenon were studied.

For about 15

r.foV alpha particles, a spread in pulse heights of less than 5% was

attained by using the techniques described previously.

The

variation in pulse height as a function of the total pressure of
the mixture was S:udied for 0.51 MeV electrons, 5.3 HeV alpha
particles, and about 25 1-'leV alpha particles.

The results obtained

suggest that, for the alpha particles, "quenching" of the light
appears to tat:e place when even a small amount of helium, e.g.
6 atm, is added to about 35 atm of xenon.

The effect was

observed to increase with tre a ddition of helium up to a total
pressure of about 145 atm, which was the highest studied.

This

quenching effect, and its variation with helium pressure, were
confirmed by investigating the linearity of pulse height with
energy.

For a mixture with about 35 atm xenon and with a total
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pressure of 145 atm, a plot of pulse height versus alpha particle
energy revealed that the pulse height was non-linear for alpha
particle energies less than about 2.5 MeV, and linear from 2.5 to
16 MeV with an intercept of 0.6 MeV on the energy axis.

However,

for a mixture with 35 atm xenon and a total pressure of 42 atm,
the intercept on the energy axis was about 0.2 MeV.

Deuteron Tensor Polarimeter
A deuteron tensor polarimeter, which utilizes the

He 3 (d,p)He 4 reaction as an analyzer, has been designed.
of the apparatus is about 90% complete.

Construction

The apparatus will be

brought into operation early next year.

20" Scattering Chamber
During the course of the year the 20 11 scattering chamber,
gas target and other associated apparatus have been "debugged"
and are now in reliable routine use.

Current Integrators
A

precision current integrator, utilizing the principle

described by Lynch and Langsdorf, has been constructed.
Because fluctuations in the beam current make the ordinary
methods of dead time correction of kicksorter spectra unreliable,
a "live time integrator" has been constructed.

The integrator

generates an output pulse after each charge increment of about
10-lO coulomb is collected.

The resulting pulses are then

scaled (scaler 1) and also passed through a gate which is open
only when the kicksorter is "live" and scaled (scaler 2).

The

dead time correction is then given by the ratio of counts in the
two scalers.
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BUILDINGS
The new office-laboratory block was completed in November
1963 and staff moved into it early in December.

Work was dis-

rupted for over a week but the increased convenience of having
everyone in the same building will greatly increase operating
efficiency.
Agreement has been obtained for the building of a new
target room.
prepared.

The design has been completed and architects 1 plans

It is hoped that construction will begin in April 1964

and that the facility will be in use early in 1965.
switching and 90° analysing magnets will be required.

Additional
The former

will be built here, but the latter will be purchased from HVEC.

RESEARCH PROGRAiv'.IME
During the year 23 papers were published, 8 were in press
at the end of the year and 5 in preparation. .
Four Ph.D. theses were presented by students completing
courses.

A.

CHARGED PARTICLE STUDIES

(a)

Proton Bombardments

(1)

Resonance reactions in Light Nuclei

Work has continued on various nuclear reactions with
particular reference to effects associated with nuclear levels
near thresholds ("ghosts").

The following work has been

completed.
B11 (p,a)Ee 8 •

A study has been made of the detailed angular

distributions of a-particles leading to the first two levels in
Be 8 , from 0.8 to 6 MeV beam energy.

Properties of individual
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levels in c12 have been determined up to the ener -y ( ~ 20 MeV)
at whict direct reactions seem to tecome predominant . For
excitations ~ust a bove the ( B11 + p) threshold, tte process
seems to te governed partly by effects of " bound" levels.
Li 6 (p,a)Ee 3 .

An attempt has been made to improve on previously

published work on this reaction in the re ..,ion up to 3 MeV i: eam
energy.

Sionificant evidence is found for stron '""· d-wave proton

capture near the 1.83 MeV resonance.
reaction is hampered ty the

lar ~ e

interfere in the compound nucleus

Detailed analysis of this

number of levels known to

Be 7 •

Inelastic proton scattering in c12
has been studied in detail from 5.2 to 6.6 MeV proton energy,
in order to confirm theoretical predictions for levels at 7.16
MeV and 7.38 MeV in N13 , based on the nuclear shell model. The
experimental results confinn the predicted spins and parities
for these levels, as well as values of reduced widthsfor certain
channels.

(2)

10 (p,a)Be 7

B

In this reaction there is only one channel spin available
to the outgoing system and this was expected to ease the problem
of assigning spins, parities and reduced widths to states of the
c

11 compound system by studying angular distributions of a-particles

produced.
The experiment measured excitation functions and angular
distributions for a 0 and a 1 for proton energies between 1.8 and
10.8 MeV.
A value of (10 ± 2) mb/str was obtained for the n10 (p,a )
0

diffe~~ntial cross section at 90° at the Ep = 2.2 MeV resonance.
The C

state at 12.65 MeV (Ep = 4.36 MeV) has been assigned

•
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712+ and the partial widths

{"-r p'

r

r

ao and

al d e tennined.

No other strong resonances we re present although the anomaly
10
observed previously in t h is laboratory in the B (p,ay) experiment
at (5.10 + 0.05) t:~eV J c ~rrc spond-:.ng to 13.33 MeV in c11 , was
confinned.

A broa.d p ec..k c entred on E.J

=

6. 3 MeV may

repres~nt

1

unresolved states o

Th2

d~ta

analysis suggests that one of these

states may be t h.2 ~ - s ta te i nterf€ring with that at Ep

=

4.36 MeV.

Using a nit i:o~21. ~:;s ta r qei: a1.d s ol i ·~ s t ate detectors, the
reaction N14 (p,p 7 ) h:l s be en inve ~ tigated at closely spaced
proton energies E!:"om S, 1 5 to 10 , L;.5 i 1IeV, at angles of 60°, 90°
and 120°.
physical

A previc11s:'_y
intere sf::~

This is a direct

r ~po::-ted l~ lf:. state, of particular astro-

a 'l.. 7 . 6

J

!1leV ex.:; · tation, was not observed.

c0-r: -rs.di"t.i~n

the present work C·:>ver s

th~

ram2 e~18rgy and angle.
e~ c

alternative int(;rp :·ctd. t ior. cf
observed in th 2 ;,:. : :s·

~

states.

No o!:her

c f the earlier work elsewhere, as

However, an

earlier wc·rk is advanced.

n·:: e:; ;erir.isn t a.re

t~~~

States

ground state, 2. 31,

.

- .... -'.:
.....~

..:t:a+-e s ·w ere ob:::ei:ved below 8.06-MeV excitation,

and an upper li:J5t t o t".1~ e re :::::; s e cti on for any unobserved states
near the c13 -:- p trti.~,~~c.0lr1 is 2 µb/ sr.

(b)

Deuterc:l. Bc- ·"'J a rdncnt s

(1)

E l~t i c

D:'.:ut ez-on- Al:E.ha

Deuteror:.-alpha

e le. o t ~:. c

Sca ttering

sca ttering cross sections have

been measured ove r t h e deu t c:on en e r gy ranee 3.5 to 10 MeV.
data are in th8 fo r:1 o::

e~~ci

t a t io.-i

fu"':lction~

mass ang 1 es b etw2en _~o o 6° a: .1.<.· i~9
. .:.>'" . 1° •
keV and ar_ energy r c soluti · · 1
cross sections c!P. tE'::;:;.i:1cd a :-e

( :

Ene~gy

at seven centre of
ateps of about 50

a b out 30 k eV were employed.

a ·=c1 1r<:! t: e

The

to a bout 3%.

The
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(2)

He 3 (d,p)He 4

*

and an Excited State of the a-particle
Proton spectra from the bombardment of He 3 with deuterons
have been studiedo

A peak near the high energy end of these spectra
is interpreted as arising from the He 3 (d,p)He 4* reaction to an

excited state in the alpha particle 20.l MeV above the ground state.
About thirty spectra at bombarding energies between 6 and 10 MeV
and at laboratory angles between 14° and 30° were obtained.

(3)

He 4 (d,np)He4

Proton spectra from the He 4 (d,np)He 4 reaction have been
observed at various angles for deuteron bombarding energies 8, 9,
10 and 11 MeV.

Alpha particles were eliminated by the use of

aluminium stopping foils.

A large fraction of the observed
protons appear to result from the He 4 (d,p)He 5 (ground state)
reaction.

The data have been extrapolated to zero degrees and

an estimate of the total reaction cross section has been made.

(4)

c12 + d Elastic Scattering

Angular distributions of deuterons elastically scattered
from carbon have been measured in about 5° steps at eight energies
between 6.0 and 11.8 MeV deuteron energy. In addition, the
c12 (d,d)c 12 excitation function at a laboratory angle of 165° has
been measured in abcut 50 kcV steps from 3.05 to 11.95 MeV,

The

shape of the angular distribution is observed to change appreciably
for energy differences of 1 MeV or less.

(5)

The decay of Mg 2 7

Recently,

~-y

and y-y coincidence studies by Ciufolotti

27
and Demichelis of Mg
provided evidence for possible new levels
27
in Al
at about 1.65 and 1.85 MeV. The existence of these
levels, combined with the reported gamma ray de-excitation of
the levels, enabled an explanation of the long-standing anomaly

•
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of the different

and y-ray intensity ratios of the transitions
involving the 0.84 and 1.01 MeV levels of At 27 •
~

Since other reaction studies have not found evidence
for levels at 1.65 and 1.85 MeV, the decay of Mg 27 was reexamined with gamma-ray coincidence techniques.

Sources of Mg 27

were prepared by bombarding thick natural magnesium oxide targets
with 9 MeV deuterons.

No y-y coincidences were observed between

0.81 and 0.84 and 0.84 and 1.01 MeV gamma rays as had been
reported.

Thus, the existence of these new levels cannot be

substantiated.
He 3 Bombardments

. (c)

This previously unknown reaction was observed at 10 MeV
by detecting the ClO activity induced on a 200 µgm 99.9% BlO
target.

An

excitation function was measured by determining the

yield of the 717 keV line (which results from the ~+ decay of
the c10 nucleus to the first excited state of B10 in 98.4% of
the cases) as a function of energy.

The cross-section is very

small (the reaction is inhibited by the

Ll

J

= 3 difference

between ground states of the target and residual nucleus) and
rises smoothly from the threshold to a peak of 360
9 MeV.

µ

barns at

Opening of a channel through the 2+ state of clO becomes

energetically possible at 9.1 MeV and the cross section rises
again after 9.5 MeV.
(400

± 80)

µ

(2)

The value measured at 10.5 MeV was

barn.
He 3-He4 elastic scattering

In an application of the rotational model to the Li 7
nucleus, Chesterfield and Spicer predicted a 3/2- level near
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5 MeV.

Tombrello et al. searched specifically for the analogue
to this state in Be 7 by means of He 3 -He4 elastic scattering.

Miss Chesterfield and Dr. Spicer 0£ the University of Melbourne
visited this laboratory and, in collaboration with two of our
staff members, repeated these measurements over the He 3
bombarding enerey range from 5.5 to 6.4 MeV using 10 keV energy
steps.

3ecause the gas target has a 10 µ inch nickel entrance

foil the energy resolution was about 20 keV.

(It should be

pointed out that although Tombrello et al. claimed an energy
resolution of 4 keV, their resolution was actually the same as
was used here).

No evidence for a new level was obtained.

0

A search for energy levels of B;, notably the 1.7 MeV
state predicted theoretically in this laboratory and observed
here in the c12 (p,a)B 9 reaction, was undertaken by analysing
a-spectra from the B10 (He 3 ,a) reaction at a number of angles
over a range of bombarding energies from 3 - 10.5 MeV.

Groups

leading to the ground state and well established states at 2.34
and 2.81 MeV were observed.

No evidence was found for levels at

4.1, 4.9 and 7.0 MeV previously reported;

nor was evidence

found for a 1.7 MeV level.
However the a-continuum resulting from the break-up of
N13 into three a-particles plus a proton seriously impedes the
search for the 1.7 MeV level.

This level is expected to have a

reduced width of about 1 MeV and such a broad state would be
obscured by the continuum even if its integrated yield was an
appreciable fraction of that of the ground-state group.
Assunption of a direct four-body breakup of the N13
system enables a good fit to be made to the continuun.

However

it is shown that break-up as a series of two-body processes,

•
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particularly as a large number of decay modes are possible and
intermediate nuclei have very broad states available, would be
likely to provide an adequate explanation of the continuun1.

(d)

He4 Bombardments

The

(1)

c12 (a,a'y)

reaction

The excitation function of the 4.43 MeV garrana rays in
the energy region Ea

= 6.8 - 8.25 MeV was obtained in the course

of measurements on the

c12 (a,y)

reaction described later.

The

results were in accord with earlier measurements, demonstrating
resonances at Ea = 7.955 and 8.140 MeV. Angular distributions
were measured at various energies in the range E = 7.9 and 8.15
a
MeV and it was found that the coefficients of P2 and P were
4
essentially constant over the entire energy region; the distribution being of the fonn W ;-.../ P0 + 0.60 P2 - 0.63 P • The
4
resonance at 8.14 MeV has been assigned as J = 3- and the observed
distribution is consistent with this assignment which predicts a

+ 0.57 P2 - 0.57 P • The similarity of the
4
angular distribution at 7.955 MeV suggests a 3- assignment for
distribution P

0

this resonance, assuming that the 7.955 MeV resonance in the
(a,a'y) reaction and the 7.89 MeV resonance in the (a,y) reaction
correspond to different levels in 0 16 •

(2)

The

c12 (a,a')

reaction
The measurements on the c12 (a,y) and

c12 (a,a'y)

reactions

have provided strong evidence for closely spaced levels with
J" = 1-, 2+, 3- in 0 16 at about 13 MeV excitation. Though direct
observation of the inelastically-scattered a's at the observed
resonances would enable more definite assignments, the low energy
of the inelastic particles renders the measurement difficult,
particularly at backward angles.

•
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Preliminary measurements, made at E = 7.95 and 8.14 HeV,
a
have established that the measurements arc feasible. The
inelastic group was obscured at forward .angles by some or all of
the following :- c12 recoils from elastic (alpha) scattering,
protons from the c12 (a,p) reaction and protons scattered by the
alpha bombardment of hydrogenous contaoinants in the self-supporting
carbon foil targets.
Use of thin absorber foils and the variable detector
thickness afforded by solid state counters, resolved the inelastic
group sufficiently to allow angular distribution measurements.

(e)

Heavy Ion Boobardments

A study has been made of the angular distributions of alpha
particles leading to the first seven excited states of Mg 24 from
the reaction
MeV .

c12 (o16 ,a)iig 24*

for 0 16 lab energies 15.00 to 22.50

Angular distributions were taken at 36 points between 2° and

170° lab in steps of 250 keV bonbarding energy.
has been completed;

B.

Data reduction

final data analysis is in progress.

GAHMA-RAY REACTIONS

(p,y) reactions

(a)

(1) N1 4(p,y)o 15 non-resonant radiation
A measurement at a proton energy of 800 keV shows that
the non-resonant radiation is made up of transitions to the
following states of 0 15 : 6.79-MeV state (55 ± 3%), 6.15-MeV
state (17

±

3%), 5.2-MeV state(s) (9

±

3%), and ground state
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(19

± 3%) .

The angular distribution of gamma rays to the

6.79-MeV state (P0

-

(0.97

± 0.03)P 2 )

is close to that expected

for a p to s-Nave direct capture transition, and is inconsistent
with s-wave resonant capture to any broad level.

Angular dis-

tributions were also measured for the ground state transition
and the high energy members of the cascades listed above.

All

these gamma rays are distributed isotropically, within experimental
error.

Measurements have been made of the cross section factors
for cascades in N14 (p,y) through the 6.79, 6.16 and 5.18-MeV states
of 0 15 , and for the ground state transition, over the proton
energy range from 210 to 1070 keV.
stellar energy are made.

For the sum of the cross section factors,

the zero-energy intercept is S(O)
slope.

Individual extrapolations to

=

2.75

+a.so

keV.b with zero

Over most of the energy range, the cascades through the

6.79 and 6.16-MeV levels dominate.

At stellar energies, these

account for 50% and 40% respectively of the reaction rate.

The

extrapolation is in satisfactory agreement with the results of
other workers at low energies.

(2)

States in 0 16 , between 12 and 13.5-MeV excitation, are
being investigated by means of the N15 (p,y0 ) and N15 (p,a 1 y)
reactions. Excitation functions at two angles for the N15 (p,a 1 y)
reaction have been measured.

Angular distributions, at selected

energies, of the y-rays from this reaction and from the
15
N (p,y 0 ) reaction have been measured and analysed. Contrary to
expectation, both sets of angular distributions show appreciable
anisotropies.

The implications of these measurements are still

being investigated.
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The low-lying levels of Al 27

(3)

Measurements of branchine ratios and E2/Ml amplitude
ratios for the gamma ray transitions occurring between levels in
Al 27 have been completed. The measurements include all levels
below the 3.68 MeV level.
The results of these measurements are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1
GAM!V.IA-RAY TRANSITIONS BETWEEN LOW-LYING LEVELS OF Al 2 7
Initial
I:eveI

Final
Level

1.01

0

1.01

0.84

Pelative Intensity
97.6 + 1.0
2.4 + 1.0

-

E2/Ml amplitude ratio

+ 0.29 +
- 0.04
Ooll +
- 0.05 or
- 0.44
+ 2.40 +
- 0.40 +
- 0.01

100

2.21

0

2.21

0.84

.c:_ 0.2

2.21

1.01

~

2.73

0

2.73

0.84

2.73

1.01

2.98

0

80 + 5
98.8 + 1.0

2.98

0.84

1.0 + 0.4

2.98

1.01

3.00

0

3.00

1.01

3.00

2.21

0.1
20 ± 5

~

- 0.038± 0.055

o.s
0.222± 0.055

-

-s_ 1.5
84
~

±

6

0.5
16

±6

Assumed E2
- 0.03 +- 0.03
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(He 3 ,y) Reactions

(b)

A previous report that this reaction proceeds
strongly through a level in c12 at 10.1 MeV has been shown to
be in error, thus again throwing open the question of whether
that level is real or is a "ghost".

The excitation function

for transitions to the ground and first excited states shows
an appreciable cross section, in each case rising to about 5
microbarns for a He 3 beam energy of 4 MeV.

(c)

(a,y) reactions

The considerable accumulation of experimental and
theoretical evidence for a J = z+, T = O state of 0 16 in the
range of excitation energy 13 - 15 EeV encouraged an examination
of the c12 (a,y 0 )o16 reaction for bombarding energies from 7.0
MeV to 8.2 MeV.

Excitation functions of the y-ray yield were

measured at angles of 45°, 90° and 135° to the incident beam
direction;

the 1 -

Pz

(cos9) distribution confirms the 1-

assigrunent for the level resonant at E

a

=

7.05 MeV and the gross

forward asynunetry in the vicinity of Ea = 7.89 MeV establishes
the existence of two interfering states of opposite parity at
about 13.1 MeV excitation in 0 16 •
A detailed y-ray angular distribution measured at
Ea = 7.90 MeV was of the form
W(9)

AJ

P0 + (0.38

- (0.34

± 0.05)

± 0.06)

P1 - (0.93

± 0.05)

P 3 - (0.13 + 0.05) P ,
4

P2

•
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consistent with assignments of 1- to the familiar 0 16 level at
13.10 MeV and 2+ to a level of comparable width at about the same
excitation energy.
A search has been made for gamma radiation proceeding
from a 9.59 MeV level in 0 16 • No transitions have been observed
and it is concluded that the cross section for the process must
be less than about 0.1 microbarn.

C.

FAST NEUTRON SWDIES

(a)

Scattering

(1)

The Angular Distribution of 1.79 MeV Neutrons

Scattered from Helium
The angular distribution of 1.79
scattered from He

4

± 0.05

MeV neutrons

has been measured in an effort to settle a

discrepancy in the phase shifts.

Neutron time of flight spectrometry

and a high pressure (5000 P.S.I.) gas cell were employed in the
measurements.

(2)
Th~

The He 5 states at high excitation energies
total cross section of helium for neutrons has been

measured by a transmission experiment for twelve neutron energies
around the 16.70-MeV level of He 5 to a statistical accuracy of 2%
and for fourteen other energies from 20.0 to 29.0 MeV to a statistical accuracy of 1%. The 16.70 MeV level of He 5 was observed
to correspond to an incident neutron energy of

22~15

MeV and to

have a width of about 100 keV in the laboratory system.

The change

in the total cross section caused by this level is consistent with
the parameters J = 3/2 and

r

d

x

r n which have been obtained

from studies of the T(d,n)He 4 reaction.

Two proposed levels of

•
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He 5 are in the energy range ir.vestigated, a 19.0 r:ev level and a
20 MeV level, the former of which has bearing on the existence
of H5 • No anomalies in the total cross section were observed at
the corresponding neutron energies.

(3)

Neutron-alpha scattering in the 20 MeV range.

Angular distributions of neutrons scattered by alpha
particles have been measured at the neutron energies 16.4, 20.0,
21.0, 21.85, 22.6 and 23.7 by observing the recoiling alpha
particles in a high-pressure gas scintillator.

The scintillator

was a mixture of about 35 atm xenon and 110 atm helium which was
contained in a thin-walled stainless steel cell.

Additional data
were taken in 25 keV steps over the 16.7 MeV level of He 5 , the
proposed level at 19 MeV, and the He 4 (n,d)T, He4 (n,np)T, and
He4 (n,2n)He 3 thresholds. The data from 16e4 to 23.7 MeV has been
compared with angular distributions computed from phase shifts which
have been suggested by various authors.

Below the 16.7 MeV

level

(22.15 MeV neutron energy) . the agreement with calculations based
on phase shifts suggested by Perkins is good, but above the level
the agreement is not as good.

This result suggests that above the

22.15 MeV resonance these phase shifts should be modified to take
into account the 16.7 MeV level or the He4 (n,d)T reaction, or
perhaps both.

At 23.7 MeV, there is poor agreement with calculations

based on phase shifts (which are consistent with total cross section
and relative polarization data) suggested by the Wisconsin group.
In addition, for each of the angular distributions from 16.4 to 23.7
MeV, including those around the 16. 7 1·1eV level, Legendre coefficim ts
through A were determined by means of a least squares fit. The
4
variation with energy of these coefficients suggests that the data may
be sufficiently accurate to yield values of phase shifts for s-,
p~

and d-wave scattering.

A preliminary analysis of the data from
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24.6 MeV to 26.0 MeV neutron energy gave no evidence for the
proposed level at 19.0 MeV excitation energy or for a threshold
anomaly below the He4 (n,2n)He 3 threshold, the latter of which has
bearing on the existence of the di-neutron.

(4)

Phase-shift analysis of neutron-alpha scattering
in the 20 MeV range

A phase shift analysis of recent neutron-alpha total
cross section, angular distribution, and polarization data in the
20-MeV range is in progress.

The search progranune in use is a

modification of one described by Moss (Wisconsin).

(5)

Neutron-deuteron scattering near the inelastic
threshold

Recently, Alzetta et al. have used a simple model which
predicts a 20% "threshold effect" in the n-d total cross section
if the di-neutron exists.

The total cross section of deuterium

from 750 keV below to 250 keV above the D(n,2n)p threshold has
been measured in 25 keV steps to a statistical accuracy of about
1%.

A preliminary analysis of our data gives no evidence for an

anomaly in the energy range studied.
In addition, the energy spectrum of recoiling deuterons
in a deuterated liquid scintillator has been measured over the
same energy range.

The energy spectrum of the recoiling deuterons

is related to the angular distribution of the elastically scattered
neutrons.

A preliminary analysis of this data also gives no

evidence for an anomaly.

(6)

c12 (n,n' )3a

A detailed study, in photo-emulsions, of the reaction

c12 (n,n 1 )3a excited by neutrons of energy 14.10 ± 0.05 MeV has
provided information on the reaction mechanism.

About 50% of the
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.
!2
• 12*
12*
a*
events are attributed to tne node C ( n, n · )C
, C
(a )Be -> 2a
12
9*
9*
a* ~ 2a
most of the remainder being due to C '(n;a)Be ; Be (n)Be
9*
5
12
5*
Bk
and Be (a)He (n)ao However the reaction C (n,He )Be
cannot
be excluded.

Fou~-body

break-up, suggested by some authors, is

unnecessary to explain the results. The 10.8 MeV and 11.8 MeV
12
states of c
occur in the (n)n~) reaction and the data allow the
assignment 1

(b)

to the fonner and suggest 2

for the latter.

Neutron Producing Reactions
(1)

.6,,__. 3
, 0
L l.. \ne , n)D a.no

r }~1, . .

3

)N 18

t,h':?.._> n,, e

v

A nuclear emi.. .l sion experiment was carried out to search
for levels of B8 by bo~I1barding a (:00 µgm/cm 2 Li 6 target prepared
by the pyridine method with J.l Mc7 He 3 ions. Nuclear emulsions
1

were arranged at

o0 ,

15°: 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° in the lab system.

Searc!l of tlle

< ·.·:'l..'.l::;ions

the g. s. transition wa ·1 not s
the groups observed

WE.re C0.!.ti.r:g

was surprising since a. ll
oxidation of the

t..:-~::-gc:t o

1-

3

from the 0 .. b(He , n) reaction which
h:=-.d been taken to avoid

i::1,,:; :.. t wa::; kept U't".der pyridine and
c.~m~er

~u:r.pa~ l:n:1:2c.:··~at,

pyridine takes U? water.

Later analysis suggested that

r::r: ,.. "'11..'··:i cr~s

transferred to the target
nitrogen and waq

. e~o

rr.vealed a number of groups but

f::·o~

wet and under a blanket of
·· y.

How2ver it seems that

the atmosphere and even in a well-

stoppered bottle can take up enough foY." the highly reactive
lithium to combine

wit~

weter.

To check the point a thick

target of ZnO was laid dm·m and bo:nbarded under similar conditions.

The neutron groupn

~bserved

confirmed the interpretation.
It appears therefo re that at 11 MeV the Li 6 (He 3 ,n) cross
section is very much f:!!aller than the o16 (He 3 ,n) cr::>ss section.

Transitionc are nbscrved to the g.s., l.J8 and to the
3.36 and 3.61 MeV states (u::reGolved ) of Ne 18 and angular
distributions have

een obl--3.i!1ed.

,.
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The variation in total cross section with energy for
0 14 production in the reaction c (~e 3 ,n) has been followed from
threshold to 11.5 t,!eV. The 0 14 decays by ~+ emission in 99.470
12

of the cases through the 2.31 MeV state of N14 •

Detection of the

resultant y-ray therefore provides a convenient method of
measuring the 0 14 yield.

The excitation function shows structure

with peaks at 2.45, 2.67, 2.95, 4.65, 5.1, 5.85, 6.80, 8.75 and
9.75 MeV .

The relatively low peak to valley ratio observed in most

cases suggests a considerable direct interaction contribution to
the cross section.

D.

DATA PROCESSING
During the year considerable effort went into instru-

mentation for data handling and processing including the preparation
of a number of programmes for the 1620 computer.

Among the more

generally useful productions are the following :-

(a)

Tables of Whittaker Functions and their Logarithmic
Derivatives.
Tables of logarithm (base 10) of the vJhittaker function

W~~

1

,

~ (;-O)

are given for /0 = 0.1 (0.1) 3.0 (0.5) 8.0 (1.0) 18.0,

= O.O (0.1) 0.4 (0.2) 1.0 (0.25) 2.0 (0.5) 10.0 and

The tabulated values are accurate to better than 0.1%.

-e

= 0(1)2 .

Tables of

the negative logarithmic derivative are also presentedfur
fJ = 0.1 (0.1) 0.4 (0.2) 1.0 (0.5) 2.0 (1.0) 8.0,
1.0 (0.5) 2.0 (1.0) 10.0 and

.t

=

are accurate to better than 0.5%.
linear interpolation in
for

~

or

72

I° and -z_ yields better than

0 (1) 2.

'"1- = o.o

(0.2)

The tabulated values

Over most of the table areas,
and bivariate linear interpolation
0.1% accuracy.
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(b)

Instn.unentation
A device was developed to allow easier selection of

the desired output medium (punched cards, punched paper tape,
printed paper tape) for data from the pulse height analysers.
Leaders may be punched on paper tape, giving additional experimental information or identification.

Punched tape and cards

are in a format suitable for the computer and FORTRAN.
Preliminary development of an automatic plotter, with
facilities for format verification and listing of data from pulse
height analysers or the computer.

Data can be on punched cards

(flexible format) or punched paper tape (pulse height analyser
format), using

IB~

codes for compatibility with the computer and

with FORTRAN.

(c)

Programmes

(1)

Spin 1 on Spin 0 Phase Shift Analysis Programme

A completely general phase shift expansion programme for
spin 1 on spin 0 elastic scattering has been written.
scattering is included.

(2)

Spin flip

Phase shifts may be real or complex.

Breakup Data Reduction

Charged particle continuous spectra are corrected point
by point for energy losses in foils between origin of particle to
be detected and the detector, for background contributions and
dead time losses.

The spectra are then converted into absolute

differential cross sections and converted to the centre of mass
system.

The programme was written with the reduction of proton
spectra from the He 4 (d,np)He 4 reaction in mind.

I

••
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(3)

Linear Least-Squares Analysis

A subroutine has been prepared, suitable for use as
part of a computer programme written in FGRTRAN.

(4)

Non-Linear Least-Squares Fitting

A basic computer programme has been written.

When

combined with appropriate mathematical function and input statements, this forms a complete FORTRAN source programme.

During

the year, this programme has been used for excitation function
analysis of the N14 (p,y) reactions. It has recently been
enlarged with a comprehensive convergence criterion and has been
used in connection with the analysls of the c12 (o16 ,a)Mg 24*
reaction.

This fits angular distributions to functions of the

form

(5)
rt

Angular Distribution Conversion
computer programme has been prepared to correct and

convert laboratory angular distributions to the appropriate
centre-of-mass data for later fitting.

(6)

Complex Gamma-Ray Spectrum Analysis

Development of computer programmes for analysis of
complex gamma-ray spectra was continued during 1963 (FORTRAN,
supplemented by IBM 1620 machine language because of computer
limitationsl

(7)

Target Analysis

As part of the analysis of an N14 (p,y) experiment, a
computer programme was written for quantitative analysis of the
composition of a non-uniform two-component target (for charged
particle bombardment).

The required input is the excitation

function, using the target, of a suitable narrow resonance.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

During the year Professor Titterton attended meetings
of the Defence Research and Development Policy Conunittee and
the National Radiation hdvisory Committee.
H·~

represented the University on the Council of the

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and En8ineering.

Nineteen rcseaxch meetin3s were held in addition to
regular weekly Colloquia and a course of 24 lectures on elementary
nuclear physics was given for new students by Dr. D.F. Hebbard.

THESES PRESENTED
Bailey, G.M.

"Proton bombardment of Nitrogen"

Lawereren, BoT.

"The Atomic Nucleus of A.1 2711

Mitchell, I.V.

"Studies in Low Energy Nuclear

Symons, G.D.

"Resonance Reactions in Lieht Nuclei"
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